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Making Things Happen: A Theory of Causal Explanation, by James
Woodward.Oxfordand New York:OxfordUniversityPress,2004. Pp. vi + 410.
H/b ?37.50.

A revolution has taken place in the study of causation over the last decade.
Drawing on an older tradition of researchin experimentaldesign and econometrics,researchersin computerscience,philosophy,and statisticshave developed the theory of causalBayesnets as a frameworkfor the scientificstudy of
causation. Two books stand out as landmarksin this field of research.One is
PeterSpirtes,ClarkGlymourand RichardScheines'1993book (now in its second edition 2000) Causation,Predictionand Search.The other is JudeaPearl's
2000 book Causality.These books develop in differentways an extensive and
complex theory of causal inference. They show how causal Bayesnets, which
are essentially directed acyclic graphs with nodes representingrandom variables, can play a systematicrole in tasksof causaldiscovery,inferenceand prediction. Very little of this technical knowledge has, however, percolated
throughto philosophersuntil now.
The book under reviewwill help to make this forbiddinglytechnicalliterature accessibleto philosophers,not because it is a philosophicalprimerto the
theory of causalBayesnets, but because it decomposes the theory, subjectsits
underlyingconceptsto carefulscrutiny,and then reassemblesthem in an original theory of causation,all of this in a way that is especiallysensitiveto philosophical issues. WhereasSpirtes et al. and Pearl are concerned with practical
problemsof causalinferencefrom statisticaldata,Woodwardis concernedwith
the semanticor interpretativetask of explainingthe meaning of causalclaims.
For example,Spirteset al. and Pearlassume a primitiveconcept of causalrelevance or of causal mechanism and use this concept to define other concepts
required to estimate quantitativemagnitudes and to make causal inferences
and predictions.In contrast,Woodward'sgoal is to try to explainthe very concept of causalrelevanceor causalmechanismtakento be primitiveby the theoristsof causalBayesnets by linkingthese conceptswith that of intervention.On
his account, a claim that a variableX is causallyrelevantto anothervariableY
means roughly that an ideal intervention that changes the value of X will
change the value of Y.What is distinctive about causal relationships on this
account is that they are potentially exploitablefor manipulation and control.
Woodwardcalls his theory a manipulabilityor interventionistaccount of causation. One of his goals is to show that this theory is free from many of the
problemsthat have made earliermanipulabilityor agencytheories seem objectionable to philosophers.Thus he arguesthat when the notion of an intervention is appropriatelydefined, his account of causation does not attempt to
reducecausalconceptsto concepts of agencyor manipulation;nor is it anthropocentricin linking causationto actualhuman manipulativecapacities.
I think that Woodwardis magnificentlysuccessfulin his goals in this book.
The interventionist theories of causation and explanation developed in the
book are substantialand importantcontributionsto the literature.In my view,
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this is one of a smallhandfulof philosophicalbooks on causationand explanation publishedin the last twentyyearsthat makesa significantand lastingcontribution to the study of these subjects.Becauseof the clarity and cogency of
its argument and the richness of its theoretical framework, the book will
inform and guide philosophical thinking about causation, explanation and
relatedsubjectsfor a long time to come.
Chapter one sets out the philosophical orientation of the work and lays
down some desideratafor an acceptabletheory of causationand causalexplanation. Woodwardemphasizesthat our practicesof makingcausaland explanatory claims have a practical purpose or point, which can be deployed to
motivate descriptivetheories of what we mean by these claims,but also to justify normativerecommendationsabout what we should mean by them.
Chaptertwo providesthe basic frameworkfor the interventionistapproach
to causationand explanation.The chapterexplainsthat the fundamentalpoint
of making causalclaims, as opposed to simple claims about correlations,is to
isolate those relationships that are invariant under intervention and hence
potentiallyexploitablefor the purposes of manipulationand control. To provide a formal frameworkfor articulatinghis theory of causation, Woodward
introducesthe formalapparatusof directedgraphsand structuralequationsof
the causal Bayes nets tradition. These are useful structures for representing
general and specific causal dependences between variables. Woodward's
immediate goal is to spell out exactlywhat these causal dependencesamount
to. He distinguishesa number of differentcausalconcepts-direct cause, total
cause, and contributingcause-and gives a precisedefinition of each in terms
of what would happenwhen there is an interventionon one or more variables.
For example,X is defined to be a direct cause of Ywith respectto some variable set V if and only if there is a possible interventionon X that will change Y
(or the probabilitydistribution of Y) when all other variablesin V besides X
and Y are held fixed at some value by interventions.The causal concepts that
Woodwardis mostly concernedwith are type-causalconcepts. But some space
is devoted to developingan account of what Woodwardcalls actualcausation,
or what is more commonly called singular or token-causation. Woodward's
accountof actualcausationis closely relatedto ones developedby Pearland his
collaboratorJosephHalpern,and by ChristopherHitchcock.
Chapterthree is devoted to providingan account of the fine-grainedcausal
structureof an intervention.The rough idea Woodwardtries to captureis that
an interventionon a variableX with respectto a second variableY is a process
that fixes the value of X in an exogenous way and changes the value of Y only
by virtue of changing the value of X. Clearly,this notion of an intervention is
causalin character,but this fact does not renderthe interventionistaccount of
causationvacuousbecausein generalwe need not know whetherX causes Yin
orderto determinewhethersomething counts as an interventionon X. Woodward argues that earlier manipulability or agency theories of causation have
gone astrayin trying to provide reductiveanalysesof causalconcepts in terms
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of agency-relatedconcepts.A virtue of his account is that it can make sense of
causalrelationshipsholding even in circumstancesin which it is nomologically
impossible for human beings to intervene and manipulate variables. He
attempts to distance himself from the anthropocentrismof earliermanipulability theories by stressingthe objectivecharacterof the causal relationship:it
is built into the very concept of causation that it is a relationshipthat would
hold irrespective of whether it is physically possible for us to carry out any
manipulations.
Chapters four and five move the focus of discussion from causation to
causalexplanation.Chapterfour developsa powerfulcase againstthe standard
deductive-nomological model of explanation:it argues persuasivelythat the
subsumption of explanansand explanandumunder a law is neither necessary
nor sufficient for causal explanation.Chapterfive presents a positive account
of causalexplanation,accordingto which causalexplanationconsists in exhibiting patternsof counterfactualdependence.To explain some phenomenon is
to locate it in space of alternativepossibilitiesand to show how it would have
been differentif differentinitial conditions had been realized.Woodward'sslogan is that causalexplanationis successfulto the extent that it answersa series
of implicit what-if-things-had-been-differentquestions about the explanandum. Such information is explanatoryprecisely because it is relevant to the
manipulationand control of the explanandum.
Chaptersix exploresthe notion of invariancethat is centralto Woodward's
framework.It arguesthat a necessaryand sufficientcondition for a generalization to represent a causal or explanatory relationship is that it be invariant
under some interventionson variablesoccurringin the relationship.Generalizations can be invariantto different degrees depending on the number, kind
and significanceof the interventions under which they are stable. Woodward
employs the notion of invarianceto reframefamiliarphilosophicaldoctrines.
For example, he notes that many of the generalizationsthat play a role in the
specialsciencesdo not satisfymost of the standardcriteriafor being a law.The
usual move by philosophers intent on saving the doctrine that successful
explanations appeal to laws is to treat these generalizationsas second-grade,
ceterisparibus laws. However, this conceptual doublethink is not necessary,
Woodwardargues,if we see that the distinctivefeatureof these generalizations
is that they are relatively invariant under interventions on their variables,
despite the fact that they are not exceptionless.
Chapterseven appliesthe ideasabout interventionsand invarianceto illuminate the natureof structuralequations,includingthe regressionequationsthat
are used extensively in the biomedical, behavioural and social sciences. It is
arguedthat if a structuralequationis to be interpretedcausallyit must be invariant under some interventionson its right-handside variables.The chapteralso
exploresthe desirabilityof requiringthat explanatorysystems of equationsbe
modular in the sense that intervening on one equation does not disrupt the
other equations.The significanceof imposingthis requirementis that it ensures
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that each equationin a set of equationsrepresentsa distinctcausalmechanism
that can be replacedor disruptedindependentlyof the others.
Chapter eight compares the proposed account of explanation with the
causalmechanicalaccount developedby WesleySalmon and the unificationist
account developed by Philip Kitcher.It argues successfully,to my mind, that
the causal-mechanicalaccount cannot, without being completelyrecast,make
the crucial discriminationbetween those propertiesthat are causallyrelevant
to some outcome and those that are causallyirrelevant;and that the unificationist account exploits the wrong sort of generality-a generality of scope
rather than invariance-in trying to explain how one explanation can be
deeperthan another.
As this brief summaryindicates,Woodward'sbook casts new light on many
familiar controversiesabout causation and explanation, but also raises a fair
number of interestingnew problems and issues, especiallyin connection with
its reformulationof the manipulabilityapproachto causation. I want to consider briefly just one issue concerning this reformulation.Woodwardmakes
much of the subjectivismof earlyagencyand manipulabilitytheories of causation, targetingin particulara theory once defended by Huw Price and myself
to the effect that our concept of token causation is grounded in the primitive
concept we have as agentsof interveningin the world to bring about one event
by means of another.I think that many of Woodward'scriticismsof this theory
strikehome. I am persuadedthat it is much betterto formulatea manipulability accountthat eschewsreductionby using a notion of interventionthat bears
its causalcharacteron its face;and that is betterto avoid anthropocentrismby
appealingto a notion of intervention that is generalenough to apply even in
cases where human manipulation is physically impossible. None the less, it
seems to me that Woodward'stheory is not as full-bloodedlyrealistas he suggests.
For instance,considerhow Woodward'smanipulabilitytheory of causation
would answer the Euthyphroquestion: Does an intervention on X change Y
becauseX causes Y,or does X cause Ybecausean interventionon X changes Y?
Traditionally,realistschoose to answerthe Euthyphroquestion by accepting
the first alternative. Woodward writes at times as though this is what he
believes. For example: 'When an intervention changes C and in this way
changesE, this exploits an independentlyexistingcausallink between C and E.
One can perfectly well have the link without the physical possibility of an
intervention on C' (p. 132).And elsewherehe writes: '... quite independently
of our experience or perspectiveas agents, there is a certain kind of relationship with intrinsicfeaturesthat we exploit or makeuse of when we bring about
B by bringingabout A' (p. 125).But I wonder whetherhe reallywants to maintain this. To do so would be to suppose that the causal relation has some
intrinsic nature that is only contingently associated with invariant relationships between variables. But this supposition surely runs counter to whole
tenor of his interventionisttheory, which might meaningfullybe expressedas
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the view that the whole nature of the causal relation between X and Y is
exhausted by the fact that an actual or hypothetical experiment on X would
change Y It seems to me that the manipulabilitytheorist of causation should
answerthe Euthyphroquestion by embracingthe second alternative:X causes
Ybecause an interventionon X would change Y.But embracingthis is to take
one step back from a full-blooded realismabout causation.
Another respect in which Woodwardoverstateshis theory's realistcredentials, or ratherunderstatesits anti-realistimplications, is by downplayingthe
representation-dependentfeaturesof the causal concept. It turns out that his
definitionsof importantcausalconcepts such as those of a directcause, a total
cause, and a contributingcause are relativeto a variableset:whethera variable
is a direct,total or contributingcause of anotheris sensitiveto which variables
are used to representthese causalrelationships.(Indeed,it turns out that these
causalrelationsalso depend on the rangeof allowablevalues the variablescan
take (p. 56).) As Woodward remarks, this fact is a surprising but inevitable
consequence of using systems of structuralequations and directed graphs to
representcausal relationships.Within this framework,the choice of variables
is crucial for the representationof causal relationships:the variableschosen
reflect the possibilities one is willing to take seriously. Indeed Woodward
exploits this feature of the framework for representing causal relations to
explain a feature of the concept of actual or token causation that is puzzling
from the perspective of his theory (pp. 86-91). Our application of the token
causal concept tends to be highly selective. For example, we judge that the
omission of a supervisingdoctor to administera medicine to a patient caused
the patient'ssubsequentillness, but we do not judge that a similaromission by
a doctor who had no responsibility for the care of the patient caused the
patient's illness, even though it is true in both cases that if the doctor had
administered the medicine, the patient would not have suffered the illness.
Woodwardexplainsthe differencein our causaljudgementsabout these examples in terms of our willingness to take seriously certain possibilities. It was a
serious possibilitythat the first doctor should have administeredthe medicine,
but not a seriouspossibilitythat the second doctor should have done so. These
judgementswould be reflectedin our representationof the causalstructureof
the situation by the inclusion of a variable representing the first doctor's
action, but not a variablefor the second doctor'saction.
All of this seems plausibleenough as an explanationof the selectivityof our
actualor token causaljudgements.None the less, the crucialrole playedby the
choice of variablesin the representationof causalrelationsraisessome serious
questionsabout the extentto which a full-bloodedrealismabout causationcan
be sustained.The fact that the correct applicationof causal concepts depends
on certain key representationalchoices seems to imply that the truth-conditions of causalconceptsarenot completelyobjectiveor mind-independent.
It is a pity that Woodwarddoes not explore these matters at greaterlength
since they impinge on foundationalquestions about his chosen frameworkfor
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explainingcausalconcepts. Other researchersin the causalmodelling tradition
are more up-front about the representation-dependent character of causal
conceptsin assertingthat causalclaimsmust alwaysbe understoodrelativeto a
model. On this surfacethis talk is puzzling from a philosophicalpoint of view.
What is a model? Is it an abstractmathematicalobject or a mental construction? How is causationrelativeto a model?Does this just mean that the truthconditions of causal concepts are relativizedto models in the same way that
context-sensitiveexpressionsare relativizedto contextualparameters?Or does
it have some more radically subjectivist meaning? Such questions that are
raised by the recent philosophical borrowings from the modelling tradition
deservesustainedphilosophicaldiscussion.Woodwarddoes not addressthese
questions partlybecause he is eager to downplay any departurefrom realism
on the part of his theory. This is a pity because I am sure that Woodward
would have given an extremelyacute philosophicalexplanationof this talk.
In conclusion, these minor quibblesaside,this is a splendidbook. It is beautifully and clearly written; and in countless ways sheds a flood of light on a
range of topics to do with causation and explanation. It representsthe most
significant and substantial philosophical contribution to the study of these
concepts in recentyears.Readingand studyingthis book will be obligatoryfor
everyone whose work bears directly or indirectly on the topics of causation
and explanation.
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